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By the end of 2020 more people will have died from hunger, despair and suicide than from
the corona disease. We, the world, is facing a famine-pandemic of biblical proportions. This
real pandemic will overtake the “COVID-19 pandemic” by a long shot. The hunger pandemic
reminds of the movie the Hunger Games, as it is premised on similar circumstances of a
dominant few commanding who can eat and who will die – by competition.
This hunger pandemic will be under-reported or not reported at all in the mainstream media.
In fact, it has started already.
In the west the attention focuses on the chaos created by the privatized for-proﬁt
mismanagement of the health system. It slowly brings to light the gross manipulation in the
US of COVID-19 infections and death rates – how allegedly hospitals are encouraged to
“admit” COVID19 patients – for every COVID19 patient the hospital receives a US$13,000
“subsidy” (under Medicare), and if the patient is put on a ventilator (average death rate 40%
to 60%), the “bonus” amounts to US$ 39,000. According to Dr. Senator Scott Jensen,
Minnesota in a Fox News interview with Laura Ingraham:
“Right now Medicare is determining that if you have a COVID-19 admission to
the hospital you get $13,000. If that COVID-19 patient goes on a ventilator you
get $39,000, three times as much. Nobody can tell me after 35 years in the
world of medicine that sometimes those kinds of things impact on what we
do.”
(Dr. Sen. Scott Jensen, from Fox Interview)

In real life, poor people cannot live under conﬁnement, under lockdown. Not only have many
or most already lost their meager living quarters because they can no longer pay the rent –
but they need to scrape together in the outside world whatever they can ﬁnd to feed their
families and themselves. They have to go out and work for food and if there is no work, no
income – they may resort to ransacking supermarkets in the city or farms in the country
side. Food to sustain life is essential. Taking the opportunity to buy food away from people is
sheer and outright murder.
“Every child who dies from famine in the world – is a murder” – Jean Ziegler,
former UN-Rapporteur on Food in Africa.
Whoever the architects behind this COVID-19 pandemic –who have the universal order to
instruct national governments to follow strict total lockdown– are wittingly or unwittingly
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responsible for “crimes against humanity”.
This process is committed on a worldwide scale. It is unprecedented in the history of
humanity. Only few countries have not or only partially following the total lockdown tyranny,
and thereby saving a considerable segment of their social wellbeing and economy. Is the
objective to dominate the world under a New World Order, aiming at a totally controlled and
massively reduced world population?
Who will live and who will die? The stated objective of the depopulation agenda is to reduce
world poverty. How? through tainted toxic vaccinations, rendering African women infertile.
(The Gates Foundation with support of WHO and UNICEF have a track record of doing so in
Kenya and elsewhere, see here Kenya carried out a massive tetanus vaccination program,
sponsored by WHO and UNICEF); or letting the “under-developed”, the already destitute, die
by famine – preventing them from access to suﬃcient food and drinking water. Privatizing
water, privatizing even emergency food supplies – is a crime that leads exactly to this: lack
of access due to unaﬀordable pricing.
Should this not be enough, “Lock Step” has other solutions to trigger food shortages. HAARP
can help. HAARP (HAARP = High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program) has
been perfected and weaponized. According to US Air Force document AF 2025 Final
Report, weather modiﬁcation can be used defensively and oﬀensively, i.e. to create
droughts or ﬂoods, both of which have the potential of destroying crops – destroying the
livelihood of the poor.
And if that is not enough, the 2010 Rockefeller Report also foresees food rationing,
selectively, of course, as we are talking about eugenics. Let’s not forget Henry Kissinger’s
infamous words he uttered in 1970: “Who controls the food supply controls the
people – the quote goes on saying,
“Who controls the energy can control whole continents;
who controls the money can control the world.” (see this).
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A recent Facebook entry (name and location not revealed for personal protection) reads as
follows:
“….. In the poorer country, where I live, the entire village is on lockdown since
March 16. Here the people have nothing to eat … The wife of my main worker
was raped and beaten to death. She was of Chinese descent. In spite of not
being allowed to go outside, the people were starving and rampaged walking
miles from farm to farm destroying everything. I have lost my entire livestock,
fruits, vegetables. The houses were burned and the vehicles, tools etc. stolen. I
am bankrupt with nobody around who can give money to rebuild. My workers
cannot be paid. Their families are also starving. More malnutrition and
undernourishment which will lead to a higher starvation rate or death from
other diseases. How many will commit suicide through landing on the streets
completely impoverished? – How many died in India trying to walk literally up
to thousands of miles to get back home in the hope of ﬁnding refuge, after all
public transportation was shut down and all had to go into lockdown. I am sure
that these numbers will be a lot higher than the number who have died from
the virus as well as will increase the numbers for those dying of next year’s
ﬂue due to a weakened immune system.”
And as an afterthought …. “Maybe the elites are planning depopulation. It sure looks like it.”
This happened somewhere in the Global South. But the example is representative for much
of the Global South, and developing countries in general. And probably much worse is to
come, as we are seeing so far only a tiny tip of the iceberg.
The International Labor Organization (ILO) reports that worldwide unemployment is reaching
never-seen mammoth proportions, that nearly half of the world’s workforce – 1.6 billion
people -may be out of work. That means no income to pay for shelter, food, medication – it
means starvation and death. For millions. Especially in the Global South which has basically
no social safety nets. People are left to themselves.

The New York Times (NYT) reports (1 May 2020) that in the US millions of unemployed go
uncounted, as the system cannot cope with the inﬂux of claims. Add these millions to the
already reported more than 27 million unemployed, the tally becomes astronomical. The
same NYT concludes that the millions who have risen out of poverty since the turn of the
century, are likely to fall back into destitution along with millions more. Latest FED forecasts
predict unemployment could reach up to 50% by the end of 2020.
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Dying of famine – mostly in the Global South, but not exclusively – is an atrocious death for
millions, maybe hundreds of millions. Dying in the gutters of mega-cities, forgotten by
society, by the authorities, too weak to even beg, infested with parasites due to lack of
hygiene – rotting away alive. This is already happening today in many metropolitan areas,
even without the corona disaster. These people are not picked up by any statistics. They are
non-people. Period.
Imagine – such situations in large cities as well as in rural areas, under the Rockefeller “Lock
Step”, the death toll could be even higher.
The current lockdown – brings everything to halt. Practically worldwide. The longer it lasts
the more devastating the social and economic impact will be. Irretrievable.
Not only production of goods, services and food – comes to a halt, but vital supply chains to
bring products from A to B, are interrupted. Workers are not allowed to work. Security. For
your own protection. The virus, the invisible enemy could hit you. It could kill you – and your
loved-ones too. Fear-Fear-Fear – that’s the motto that works best – it works so well that
people start screaming – gimmi, gimmi, gimmi- gimmia vaccine! – which brings a happy grin
on Bill Gates’ face. As he sees the billions rolling and his power rising.
Bill Gates along with WHO “he bought” will become famous. They will save the world from
new pandemics – never mind, their side eﬀects – 7 billion people vaccinated (Bill Gates’
dream
) and nobody has time to care or report about the side eﬀects, no matter how deadly they
may be. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) may be slated for the Peace Nobel
Prize – and, who knows, Bill Gates may become one of the next Presidents of the dying
empire. Wouldn’t that be an appropriate reward for the world?

Meanwhile the rather cold-blooded IMF maintains its
awfully unrealistic prediction of a slight “economic contraction” of the world economy of a
mere 3% in 2020, and a slight growth in the second half of 2021. The IMF’s approach to
world economics and human development – to social crisis, is fully monetized and lacks any
compassion – and thus, becomes utterly irrelevant in the age of corona. Institutions like the
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IMF and the World Bank, mere extension of the US treasury, they are passé in the face of an
economic collapse, for which they are also in part responsible.
“Debt Jubilee”
What they should do – perhaps IMF and WB combined – is call for a capital increase of up to
4 trillion SDRs (as was suggested by some of the IMF Board Members) and use the funds as
a special debt relieve fund, a “Debt Jubilee Fund” for Global South Nations. Handed out as
grants. This would allow these nations to get back on their feet, back to their sovereign
national monetary and economic policies, recovering their internal economy, with a national
currency, public banking and a government-owned central bank, creating jobs and internal
autonomy in food, health and education.
Why is this not happening? – It would require a change in their constitution and a
redistribution of voting rights according to new economic strength of nations. China would
become a much more important player – with a more important share and decision-making
role. Of course, that’s what the US does not want to happen. But the unwillingness to adapt
to new realities, makes these institutions irrelevant to the point that they should and might
fade away.
Interestingly, though, two of the three economic projection scenarios of the IMF, foresee
another pandemic, or a new wave of the old pandemic in 2021. What does the IMF know
that we don’t?
Juxtaposed to the insensitive approach of the global ﬁnancial institutions and the globalized
private banking system, the World Food Program warns (25 April 2020) that the
COVID19 pandemic will cause “famines of biblical proportions”; that without urgent
action and funding, hundreds of millions of people will face starvation and millions could die
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
As it is, every year about 9 million people die from famine in the world.
The WFP Executive Director, David Beasley, told the UN Security Council that in addition to
the threat to health posed by the virus, the world faces “multiple famines within a few short
months,” which could result in 300,000 deaths per day—a “hunger pandemic.”
Beasley added that even before the outbreak, the world was “facing the worst humanitarian
crisis since World War II” this year due to many factors. He cited the wars in Syria and
Yemen, the crisis in South Sudan and locust swarms across East Africa. He said that coupled
with the coronavirus outbreak, famine threatened about three dozen nations.
According to the WFP’s “2020 Global Report on Food Crises” released Monday (20 April ),
135 million people around the world were already threatened with starvation. Beasley said
that as the virus spreads, “an additional 130 million people could be pushed to the brink of
starvation by the end of 2020. That’s a total of 265 million people.”
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The famine pandemic is further exacerbated by the ongoing refugee crisis – which is also a
catastrophe of misery – hunger, disease, lack of shelter – total lack of hygiene in most of the
refugee camps.
Professor Jean Ziegler, Sociologist (University of Geneva and Sorbonne, Paris), VicePresident of the UN Human Rights Committee, recently visited the refugee camp of Moria on
the Greek island of Lesbos. He described a situation where 24,000 refugees are cramped
into military barracks that were built for 2,800 soldiers, live under calamitous circumstances
– lack of potable water, insuﬃcient and often inedible food, clogged and much too few
stinking toilets…. diseases no end. COVID19 would just be a sideline.
These people who ﬂed Europe-and-western-caused warzones, destroyed livelihoods – are
being pushed back by the very European Union, as most countries do not want to host them
and give them a chance for a new life. This atrocious xenophobic behavior of Europe is
against the Human Rights that all EU countries signed and against internal EU rules. They
are a sad reminder of what Europe really is – a conglomerate of countries with a history of
hundreds of years of colonization, of merciless exploitation, plundering and raping of the
Global South.
This abjectly atrocious characteristic – shamelessly continuing to this day – seems to have
become an integral part of the European DNA. These wars and conﬂicts are willfully USNATO made, for power, greed – to maintain the US military industrial complex alive and
proﬁtable – and as a stepping stone towards total world hegemony.
The refugees emanating from these conﬂict zones, their fate and famine will be added to
those starving from the also man-imposed corona crisis. The death toll from sheer hunger
and famine-related causes, may become astronomical by the end of 2020, way-way
outweighing and dwarﬁng the doctored and manipulated COVID-19 ﬁgures.
Is there hope? Yes, there is hope, as long as we live.
The world has to wake up.
Seven billion people under lockdown- wake up! Realize, what is happening to you, all under
false pretenses to control humanity, to digitize and robotize your very lives.
What better way to do this than under the pretext of locking you away “for your own
safety”? – Defy these rules, stand up against these invisible omni-powerful self-appointed
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rulers, who only have the power, we, the People, give them, or allow them to take from us.
Because all they have is money, and corrupted media that spread fear and more fear to
keep locking you down.
My ﬁnal words: follow you heart. Open your heart to love and beyond your ﬁve given and
media-manipulated senses and enter a higher consciousness.
Get out of FEAR, get out of the lockdown, stand up for your rights, for your freedom.
Because freedom and liberty cannot be bought with money, nor trampled by the media.
They are inherently within us all. If enough of us open our hearts to LOVE, to an allenglobing love, we will overcome this small psychopathic elite.
*
Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
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